Global Graphics Software

GRADUATE
PROGRAM
Working at Global Graphics Software

Full-time position for
a graduate engineer

Join Global Graphics Software and you’ll be part of Global Graphics PLC,
recently voted one of the top 1000 companies to inspire Britain by the
London Stock Exchange Group.

Starting salary

Our main development facility in Cambourne near Cambridge, UK, is
open plan with quiet areas, plenty of meeting spaces and a pleasant
relaxing area. The beautifully landscaped surroundings with lakes and
nature walks are also great to explore.

£26K + benefits

We’re working in exciting new markets for industrial inkjet where our
technology developments are enabling the development of new products
such as digitally printed textiles and wall coverings, product decoration or
packaging, and a whole host of personalized goods from shoes to drinks
cans.
Our technologies are also used in new 3D/Additive printing devices and
to drive lasers marking on surfaces.
We’re an established company with roots that go back to 1986. In
addition to our office near Cambridge, we have offices near Sarasota,
Florida and in Tokyo.
www.globalgraphics.com
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The software behind perfect
printed and digital communication

Minimum Requirements
A demonstrable passion for software development.

Your graduate programme

Gain valuable experience on the Global Graphics Software
Graduate Program

This program contains both quality assurance and
customer support disciplines. It’s the best way to learn
about our products, customers and market. Plus, it’s an
ideal stepping stone to other key roles in the company
like product management and product development.

Become a software engineer with valuable skills and industry recognized
knowledge
Embark on a stimulating career by entering the Graduate Program at
Global Graphics Software. You’ll gain the experience you need to become
a software engineer with valuable skills and industry recognized knowledge.
A one-year program, you will be based at our main R & D facility just
outside Cambridge, UK. You will work with, be trained and mentored
by some of the world’s leading experts in their field. Their innovation
and ability to problem-solve is highly-prized by our customers who
include some of the world’s leading brands, including HP, Canon,
Kodak, Agfa, Roland and Ricoh.
We encourage innovation and every month take time out to play with
new technologies in The Shed, a creative environment where you are free
to work on projects to learn new skills, research new frameworks and
bring your ideas to life.
The day begins with free breakfast for everyone and there’s plenty of fresh
fruit, drinks and the occasional lunch.
Dress how you like - we want everyone to feel comfortable and to make
coming to work an enjoyable and pleasant experience.
We also enjoy social events and some of us even take part in local and
national sporting events.
During the program you’ll also be trained to become a Microsoft
Certified Solutions Developer (MCSD), an industry standard
qualification that will help you in your future career.

1.

And at the end of the program you’ll have progressed
from being a Graduate Software Engineer to an
experienced and valuable Software Engineer with industry
recognized knowledge.
You will be developing software at all stages of the
program which is split into the following:

3.

2.

4 months assignment in the QA team

4 months assignment in customer support

4 months assignment in development

Parallel study for MCSA
(Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate)

Parallel study for MCSA

Parallel study for MCSD

Sit MCSA exam

Sit MCSD exam

• Become a member of the Scrum team and
attend regular team stand-ups.
• Use Jira
• Understand Agile software methodology
• Estimation
• Programming in C/C++ or C#
• Test Automation
• Build Systems
• Unit Testing

• Customer interaction (our customers are
developers)
• Analysis of reported issues
• Trace problems into the product code and
suggest fixes
• Write sample code (Mobile, IOT, Cloud and
Desktop)
• Develop demonstrations of principle applications

• Software design
• Develop new features
• Test-Driven Development (TDD)
• Develop in C/C++, C#
• Code reviews
• Software documentation
• Windows and Linux development
• Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Certification Coach

Personal Mentor

You will be assigned a Microsoft Certification Coach who
will be responsible for helping you with studying for and
passing the Microsoft examinations.

You will be assigned a Mentor who will help you to
understand our processes and the value of development,
quality assurance and support best practices to the customer.

Get in touch at:
graduateprogram@globalgraphics.com

